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Editorial 

A Perfect Righteousness 

In his exposition, How God is Revealing His Wrath Phil Arthur writes: ' It is 
impossible to read this passage (Rom 1 :24-27) without reflecting on events in 
the United Kingdom in the last thirty years. Paul has a message for modern 
Britain. Homosexual activity is not · just a practice which deserves the 
judgment of God; it is a sign that judgment has begun. The progressive slide 
into sexual anarchy that has characterised the UK in recent years is an 
indication that the Almighty is allowing us to reap the inevitable harvest of our 
desire to live without him.' 

The Greek verb ' is being revealed' ( apokaluptetai - a frequentative present) 
lies at the base of Paul 's reasoning from Romans 1:18 to Romans 3:22. The 
omnipotent God is continually, actively revealing his wrath. He does this by 
withholding his restraints and giving sinners up to a reprobate mind. The 
identical verb God 'is being revealed' forms the introduction of Paul's thesis 
about salvation. He is not ashamed of the gospel because it is the power of God 
for the salvation of everyone who believes - for in the gospel a righteousness 
from God is being revealed . 

God is actively and constantly revealing his righteousness. Martin Luther 
made the discovery of this power of God which led to his becoming the 
instrument by which one half of Christendom was reformed and renewed and 
the other half shaken out of medieval corruption and carelessness. God's 
power is at work revealing his righteousness. The possession of it guarantees 
eternal life. The lack of it is to be lost forever. As we see from Romans, 
chapters 1: 18 to 3 :22, this righteousness is a necessity. To be saved we must 
have it. What is this righteousness? 

A righteousness from God was promised by the law and prophets but now 
has been manifested. Daniel spoke of the ushering in of an everlasting 
righteousness (Dan 9:24). 'This grace was given us in Christ Jesus before 
the beginning of time, but it has now been revealed' (2 Tim 1:10: cf 1 Tim 
3: 16). 'But you know that he appeared so that he might take away our sins' 
(1 Jn 3:5). 

2 This righteousness consists of the complete and perfect life of Christ. It is 
the sum total of his obedience. Central to it is the propitiation, the perfect 



and complete sacrifice to end all sacrifices (Heb 10:14). It represents all 
we will ever need as the basis of our reconciliation ( 1 Cor 1 :30; 2 Cor 
5:21 ). 'This is the name by which he will be called: the LORD Our 
Righteousness ' (Jer 23:6). 

3 This righteousness forms the sole basis of the Father's j ustification of 
believers (Rom 5: 15-19; Gal 2: 15 ,16; 3:6-14) . Justification is hostile to 
any addition whatsoever to that righteousness which is procured by Christ. 

4 This righteousness is external to us. It is imputed. It is legal (forensic) (Gen 
5:6; Rom 4:3; also vv 9,10). It is upon (Greek = epi) all who believe, not 
' in ' all who believe. It is like a white garment put upon us (see Zechariah 
3) . It is the merit of Christ's active life of obedience put to our account and 
it is the cancellation of our debts through Christ's atoning death. 

5 This righteousness is the Father's prerogative to give. Paul describes it as a 
righteousness which comes from God (Phil 3:9). It is put on the believer 
by an act of God the Father in an act (not a process) - an act never to be 
repeated. There is no merit whatsoever attributed to the one who receives 
this righteousness by faith (Rom 3:27-31). 

6 This righteousness comes to the believer by way of union by faith with 
Christ. The righteousness imputed leads us to a life of righteousness. We 
are justified out of faith ( ek piste6s) to live a life of faith ( eis pis tin) (Rom 
1: 17), as it is written, 'The righteous will live by faith.' 

7 The righteousness put over the believer is a human righteousness . Our sins 
emanate from our fallen humanity. Our guilt is human. The righteousness 
which is the basis of our justification is the human obedience and human 
sinless perfection of the Second Adam. 

8 This righteousness is a vindication of God's justice (Rom 3 :26). It seemed 
for ages that God was overlooking sin as though he could not be bothered 
about it, but Psalm 9:8 is emphatic, 'he will judge the world in 
righteousness ' (see also Acts 17:31 ). The righteousness imputed to us is 
beautiful in the eyes of God our Father for in it he sees all the perfection of 
his beloved Son who came to fulfil all righteousness (Matt 3: 15). 

9 The righteousness imputed to us by our Father is precious in the eyes of 
believers as it gives them a firm assurance of eternal life: guaranteed to 
them. With Paul they abhor any self-merit and despise every form of self
righteousness (Phil 3 :9). 
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The Way of the Cross 

Bill James 

The central theme of Christian life and ministry is of course the theme of the 

Cross. It was at the Cross that our salvation was secured. There the Lord Jesus 
Christ made a once-for-all and an all-sufficient atoning sacrifice for our sins. 

Sin and death and hell were defeated, and the gate of heaven was opened. 
When Paul preached the gospel this was the great focus of his ministry (I Cor 

2: 1-2, Gal 6: 14). 

The focus of this article is the way in which the Cross is central not only as the 

object of our faith, but also as the role model and pattern for our lives. In 1 
Peter, for example, the apostle refers to the sufferings of Christ and teaches 

that ' .. . Christ suffered for you, leaving you an example, that you should follow 

in his steps' (I Peter 2:21 ). Later on in the same letter he tells believers to 
' .. . rejoice that you participate in the sufferings of Christ' ( 1 Peter 4: 13). 

Sharing the sufferings of Christ is clearly an experience to be shared by all 

believers. However, it is something which is particularly associated with 

gospel ministry. You recall that when Saul of Tarsus was converted on the 
Damascus Road, the Lord explained to Ananias that suffering was to be a vital 

part of Paul's apostolic commission (Acts 9: 16). Paul presents suffering as a 

vital part of his own ministry in 2 Corinthians 4: 10-12: 

We always carry around in our body the death of Jesus, so that the life 
of Jesus may also be revealed in our body. For we who are alive are 

always being given over to death for Jesus ' sake, so that his life may 
be revealed in our mortal body. So then, death is at work in us, but 
life is at work in you. 

Or even more pointedly in Colossians l :24, 'Now I rejoice in what was 
suffered for you, and I fill up in my flesh what is still lacking in regard to 
Christ's afflictions, for the sake of his body, which is the church.' 

This is a substantial theme, and in this article we will only focus on one most 

striking text, namely Philippians 3: I 0-11: 
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I want to know Chri st and the power of his resurrection and the 
fe llowship of sharing in his sufferings, becoming like him in his 

death, and so, somehow, to attain to the resurrection fro m the dead. 

These verses are distinctive because here Paul positively makes it hi s ambition 
to share in the fellowship of the sufferings of Christ. He sees suffering in this 
sense not as an occupational hazard, but actually as a positive privilege. 
Suffering is to be accepted and even to be embraced. So in what way should 
it be our ambition to walk the way of the Cross? 

The ambition to be like Christ 

If we remind ourse lves very briefly of the context of these verses, Paul is 
writing to the Philippian church. He has cause to oppose false teachers -
Judaise rs who are troubling the congregation. We see that clearly in 
Philippians 3:2. The apostle po ints out the error of their teaching by 
contrasting his own experience of Judaism with his experience as a Christian 
be liever. Before he was convertecL he was consumed by the importance of 
Jewish priorities - the outward markers of Jewish orthodoxy. These were 
circumcision in the flesh, the bloodline of physical descent, a consuming 
obsession with obedience to the law as a Pharisee, a passionate and violent 
zeal in persecuting the church which was seen as the enemy of the true faith 
of Israel. If we would sum up Paul 's experience of first-century Judaism we 
would characteri se it as a religion of human achievement. 

Now that Paul has been converted, however, he has put such priorities behind 
him . Indeed he has repudiated them. He now regards his faith in God to be 
not a matter of human achievement at all , but only knowing Jesus Christ who 
has done all on his behalf. Indeed, he regards all of his former trophies of 
righteousness as being not only worthless, but indeed noxious and dangerous. 
They are to be thrown out and cast on the rubbish heap. Now the only thing 
of surpassing and all-consumi ng value i to know Jesus Christ as Lord. In 
particular 3 :9 speaks of Paul 's enjoyment of justification by faith alone. 

Then in v. l 0 Paul describes how thi s single-minded concern with Christ works 
out not only in the arena of justificat ion but also in sanctification. The heart 
of Christian life and experience is focussed upon only one thing and that is 
knowing Jesus Christ as Lord. That is the heart of God's purpose fo r each one 
of his people (Rom 8:29). 'And we, who with unveiled faces all reflect the 
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Lord 's glory, are being transformed into his likeness with ever-increasing 

glory, which comes from the Lord, who is the Spirit' (2 Cor 3: 18). The 

purpose for which we were originally created was to be in the image of God. 

Having fallen short of that glory through sin , now God's purpose in 

redemption is to restore the image in us as we are remade in the likeness of the 

true image who is Jesus Christ. 

So the agenda of the Christian life is simply to be like Christ. Just as in 

justification we trust by faith in Christ alone, so in sanctification we pursue 

Christ and long to be like him. That is what Paul is expressing here in this 

verse - he wants to know Christ and the power of his resurrection . In other 

words, he wants to know increasingly the power of the risen Christ in his own 

heart and life. He wants to see increasingly the old man, the sinful nature, 

fading away, and the new man, the power of the Spirit of Christ controlling and 

directing his life and his experience. 

Now we get to the central point. ln what way in particular does Paul want to 

be like Christ? Paul says that his ambition is to know Christ in ' ... the 

fellowship of sharing in his sufferings, becoming like him in his death'. That 

is an extraordinary statement. There are so many things that the apostle might 

have said at this point. He could have said that he wanted to be like Christ in 

purity, or obedience, or love. But instead he wants to be like him in his death. 

Why shou ld he strive towards such an unappealing goal? The answer is very 

simple. If God's glorious purpose is for us to be remade or recreated after his 

image and likeness, where is the image of God most gloriously revealed? 

Where can the beauty and the power and the love and mercy and grace and 

humility of God be most clearly seen? Where is the glory of Christ most 
plainly evident? The answer is in the sufferings of the Cross. 

Nowhere else did the Son submit more willingly and completely to the Father. 
Nowhere else did he demonstrate such perfect and complete humility. 
Nowhere else is his love for sinners more plainly seen. Nowhere else do we 

find such evident commitment to his people, the church. So as the great and 

all -consuming passion of the apostle Paul is to be like Christ, he looks chiefly 
to Christ in his sufferings and in his death and says: 'l want to be like that.' I 

want to know the power of the resurrection of Christ within my own life and 

experience so clearly and so powerfully that I am conformed to the likeness of 
Christ in the obedience, humility, love, and devotion to the church 
demonstrated at the Cross. 
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The ambition to be like Christ in his sufferings 

At this point it is important to emphasise what Paul is not saying in this text. 
It was not Paul 's ambition to endure physical suffering in the same way as 
Christ. He is not saying that it is desirable to experience the same pain as 
Christ in crucifixion, or even martyrdom. The New Testament nowhere 
glorifies physical suffering for its own sake as something helpful or 
meritorious. There is nothing sp iritual about pain . 

Rather, what Paul is longing for here is first of all an inward transformation. 
It is to be changed in the inner man. It is to be so changed in his heart 
experience that now he reflects the self-giving of Christ on the Cross. He 
wants to be willing to obey the Father, whatever the cost or sacrifice might be. 
He wants to be so committed to the church that he is willing to be consumed 
in the service of God's people. These are role models and ambitions for every 
Christian believer. We are to put to death the idols of self-indulgence and self
.gratification, and we are to be more like Christ who gave up everything for the 
Father, and for the church. He was consumed not with love of self, but with 
love for God and love for others. 

This is of course an ambition in stark contrast to the role models presented to 
us by the world. The world's heroes are the rich and famous, the sports stars 
and celebrities, the business tycoons and entrepreneurs. The message is that 
glory is to be attained through financi al success, physical beauty, power, 
influence, charisma, and se lf-indulgence. Yet the New Testaments points us 
away from the glory of human pride (Rom 1 :23) towards the glory of God 
revealed in Jesus Christ. To be fully human is not to aspire to wealth and 
pleasure - this is far less than what we were made for. We have been made with 
eternity in our hearts . We have been made in the image and likeness of God. 
And the model of perfect humanity is Christ. All else are corruptible and 
fading treasures. Those things do not last; their value is fleeting and deceptive. 
The only treasure of true and lasting value is Christ, and we are to pursue him. 
He is more precious to us than the most dazzling display of this world's 
treasures, fame and fo rtune. Our ambition is to be like him. Our desire is to 
imitate him. 

Supremely he is to be our role model in his sufferings . We are not to live like 
the first Adam, who wanted the forbidden fruit, and grasped it because it 
aroused his selfish desire and offered him the prospect of being like God. But 
rather we are to live in the image of the second Adam who did not consider 
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equality with God something to be grasped but made himself nothing, 
humbled himself and became obedient to death - even death on a Cross (Phil 
2:5-1 l). 

To live like that is not to seek out suffering for its own sake. But to live like 
that will necessarily involve suffering and self-sacrifice. That suffering will 
take many forms. For the apostle Paul much of his suffering was being willing 
to endure physical persecution. The Lord Jesus Christ warned his disciples 
that this would be the case (John l 5: 18, 20). It would be wrong, however, to 
think of sharing the sufferings of Christ only in terms of persecution. Paul 
describes many other sufferings entailed in serving Christ. Think of 2 
Corinthians 4:8-9 where he compares himself with an earthen vessel. He is 
hard pressed - under pressure - bearing a burden of concern for the churches 
(2 Cor 11 :28). He is perplexed - backed into a corner, not sure which way to 
turn. He is struck down - we might say depressed or discouraged, drained of 
vitality. These are very real pressures, and notice that they are expressed 
largely in emotional and psychological terms. It is not the physical pain which 
is at the forefront of his mind, but the agony of heart and mind. Then if we 
consider his catalogue of sufferings in 2 Corinthians 11 , apart from 
persecution he speaks of overwork (2 Cor 11 :23,27a), of shipwreck, being 
constantly on the move (v.26) and having inadequate provisions (v.27). 

So as we seek to follow after Christ we may suffer in all sorts of different ways. 
But as we do so we are being conformed to the likeness of Christ, who was 
willing to embrace a life of humility and suffering in obedience to the Father 
for the purpose of redeeming his people. He laid down his life for the church 
(Eph 5:25-26). It is in such perfect self-sacrificial love, service and devotion 
that the ultimate model of God-like holiness is found. It is when we are 
willing to give up our own selfish interests and desires and ambitions and to 
give ourselves freely and sacrificially for the sake of the church that we attain 
to something of the character and beauty of Christ. And it is this pattern of 
self-sacrificial love and service which God is determined to perfect in us who 
are called to be like Christ and to be holy as God himself is holy. 

It is this pattern of willing suffering which the apostle Paul embraced. He 
considered his life to be like a drink offering poured out for the sake of the 
church (Phil 2: 17). _He gave himself freely for the church (Col 1:24, 29 - 2: 1). 
Furthermore, Paul teaches us that such self-giving suffering was a vital 
component of his preaching of Christ crucified (2 Cor 4:10-12). He saw his 
sufferings as a vital part of his ministry, because his ministry of 
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communicating Jesus was not simply the power of beautiful, well-constructed 
and even Spirit-anointed sermons, but his communication of Jesus was also 
the testimony of a Christ-like and Christ-centred life. It wa through such 
ministry of Christ-like self-sacrificial giving that spiritual life was born in his 
hearers. There seems to be an echo here of the words of Jesus: ' I tell you the 
truth, unless a grain of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it remains only a 
single seed. But if it dies, it produces many seeds' (John 12:24). 

The challenge to our ambitions 

The great challenge to us is: What is our ambition for our Clu·istian lives, and 
for our ministries, our Christian service? We can too easily be distracted 
towards the wrong models of what it means to have a 'successful' ministry in 
the church. What does that mean? Is it ministering in a large church, of being 
warmly appreciated by the people, of being satisfied in the work that we are 
doing, and achieving substantial and tangible results in terms of fruitfulness? 
That is not the picture presented by the New Testament. The biblical priority 
is not the impressive quality of our gifts, nor the evident fruitfulness we enjoy, 
but rather the Christ-like character of our service. Our ambition in ministry is 
not that we should enjoy the glory of human adulation and appreciation, but 
rather that we should be willing to lay our lives down for the church in the 
same way as Christ was willing to give himself up so free ly and sacrificially 
for his people. 

When Paul defends himself against the false apostles of Corinth, he openly 
confesses that by the standards of Greek rhetoric he is not a trained speaker. 
Rather he presents himself as a servant of Christ in so far as he has been 
willing to undergo great suffering (2 Cor 11 :23). 

So, if we are seeking to be a minister of Christ or a servant of Christ, and we 
endure suffering, or hardship of any kind, we should not be surprised! Is this 
not the privilege of the Master's servants to walk the way of the Cross? Indeed, 
when suffering and trials come we should not resent them. We might be 
tempted to respond to trials by saying 'Why should I, a faithful servant of God, 
have to put up with this?' We betray an attitude that because we are serving 
the Lord we should be exempt from suffering. In fact, the reverse is the case. 
Paul's attitude was different. He does not simply accept the fellowship of 
sharing in the sufferings of Christ. Nor is he even resigned to it. But he 
positively makes such fellowship his ambition. Because here he finds the 
unspeakable privi lege of walking in the same path that Jesus took. 
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The hymnwriter exhorts us : 

Go, labour on; spend and be spent, 
your joy to do the Fathers will; 
it is the way the Master went: 
should not the servant tread it still? (H. Bonar) 

Many know not only the physical but also the emotional and mental anguish 
of facing the pressures, criticisms, discouragements and difficulties of 
Christian service. But we must remember the extraordinary example of the 
Lord Jesus who willingly bent his back for the beaters, and offered his cheeks 
to those who plucked out his beard. He bore no animosity or resentment 
against those who bruised him, but rather in the midst of his suffering cried 
out, 'Father, forgive them! ' Such should be our attitude towards those who 
oppose us. John Bunyan exemplifies this spirit: 

Learn to pity and bewail the condition of the enemy. ... Never grudge 
them their present advantages. 'Fret not thyself because of evil men. 
Neither be thou envious at the workers of iniquity ' (Pro 24: 19). Fret 
not, though they spoil thy resting place. It is God that hath bidden 
them do it, to try thy faith and patience thereby. Wish them no ill with 
what they get of thine; it is their wages for their work, and it will 
appear to them ere long that they have earned it dearly... . Bless God 
that thy lot did fall on the other side.... How kindly, therefore, doth 
God deal with us, when he chooses to afflict us but for a little, that 
with everlasting kindness he may have mercy upon us. Isa 54:7-8 . 
(Quoted in John Piper ' Tested by Fire ', IVP, 2001 , p.71.) 

The suffering may be painful, but do we not indeed 'know Christ' in a deeper 
and richer way at that moment than at any other time? Isn't that what Peter 
means when he says, 'If you are insulted because of the name of Christ, you 
are blessed, for the Spirit of glory and of God rests on you' (1 Peter 4:14)? 
This is the testimony of Luther: 

As soon as God's Word becomes known through you, the devil will 
afflict you, will make a real doctor [of theology] of you, and will teach 
you by his temptations to seek and to Jove God's Word. For I myself 
. .. owe my papists many thanks for so beating, pressing, and 
frightening me through the devil 's raging that they have turned me 
into a fairly good theologian, driving me to a goal I should never have 
reached. 
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What Luther is saying is that he learned lessons in suffering to which he might 

never otherwise have attained. Bunyan shares his experience : 

I never had in all my life so great an inlet into the Word of God as now 

[in prison]. Those scriptures that I saw nothing in before were made 

in this place and state to shine upon me. Jesus Christ also was never 

more real and apparent than now. Here I have seen him and felt him 

indeed .... . I have had sweet sights of the forgiveness of my sins in this 

place, and of my being with Jesus in another world .. .. I have seen that 

here that I am persuaded I shall never, while in this world, be able to 

express.. .. I never knew what it was for God to stand by me at al l 

times and at every offer of Satan to afflict me, as I have found him 

since I came in hither. 

There is in the fellowship of sufferings an experiential enjoyment of Christ not 

attained before. It is as if in suffering the believer stands at the very gate of 

heaven.. This brings us to the truth that the way of the Cross, the path of 

suffering, is also the only road to heavenly glory. We are told that there is an 

unbreakable link between suffering with Christ, and being glorified with 

Christ. 'Now if we are children, then we are heirs-heirs of God and co-heirs 

with Christ, if indeed we share in his sufferings in order that we may also share 

in his glory' (Rom 8: 17). You cannot have the one without the other. There is 

no short cut (1Peter4:13 ; 2 Car 4:17). 

This is the line of progression for Christ in Philippians 2. It was because 

Christ willingly humbled himself that Goel exalted him to the highest place. 

The glorified Lion is the Lamb who was slain. So for us the path to glory 

always lies through the valley of humiliation. The way of the Cross is never a 

cul-de-sac, but only a pathway through the darkness towards the light beyond. 

Then at our final destination we will be gloriously transformed and attain to 

perfect conformity to the likeness of Christ (Phil 3 :2 1 ), in that moment all our 

ambitions and desires will be at once fulfi lled. .Just as it has been our single

minded aim through all our lives to know Christ and to be like him, then in that 

moment the veil of faith will be removed and we will see him as he is. Then 

in our own bodies we will find the glorious perfection of his character and 

likeness. Then we will enjoy fellowship with him in sufferings no more, but 

only in the unadulterated bliss of heavenly worship. 
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The Carey Ministers' Conf ere nee - 2003 

Pastor Hugh Collier and Lois at the reception desk 

Excellent unity and fellowship 

characterised the Carey Conference 

in January. 

It was made clear by Conrad Mbewe 

that the call to the ministry is a call of 

the Holy Spirit, who not only initiates 

the work but constantly enables, 

affirms and comforts a pastor in his 

trials. This is his strength and 

comfort. Conrad 's stirring and 

comforting preaching marked the 

opening and concluding sessions of 

the conference. The substance of Bill 

James ' conference sermon is printed 

in this issue. 

Patrick Sookhdeo described Islam's 

territorial growth across the world. 

Most Christians in the UK are 



Conrad Mbewe 

ignorant of the realities of Islam. 

This one presentation will go a long 

way to awakening those who are 

prepared to listen to the facts. Patrick 

heads up the Barnabas Fund which 

seeks to relieve the intense sufferings 

of Christians in countries like 
Pakistan. 

This was the third time that Gaius 

Davies contributed at the Carey 

Conference. He concentrated on the 

abuse of power and described many 

ways in which authority can be 

misused in churches and in Christian 

work. He showed how we should be 

sensitive to that and careful to 

recognise such tendencies 111 

ourselves, guarding against the harm 

that is done to those who are on the 
receiving end. 

Don Whitney 

We need to hold Church History in 
perspective and learn from the past. 
Tom Nettles , Church History 
professor at Southern Seminary, 
Louisville, Kentucky is ideally gifted 
for that. The life and influence of 
John Cl ifford, the foremost leader of 
the Baptist Union at the time of the 
Downgrade controversy (1887-1892) 
was the focus of his first session. We 
were led to reflect on the fact that 

libera ls like John Clifford employed 
evangelical language but meant 
something different from truth which 
is grounded in the historical Jesus . It 
is staggering, indeed a dark blot in the 
pages of Baptist history, that 
Spurgeon was rejected by 2,000 votes 
to 7 in a meeting chaired by Clifford 
wbo used oratory to carry the crowd. 
The decades that followed show 
Spurgeon to be right in lamenting, 



Hezron and Charity Muwowa from 
Zambia 

'We are going downhill at break-neck 

speed.' 

We must surely marvel that after sixty 

years in the wilderness the doctrines 

of grace have been rediscovered and 

that evangelicalism has survived in 

spite of the landslide into liberali sm 

that took place in the late 19th 

century. 

In his second address, Tom Nettles 

described the Roman Catholic 

Church's response to the 16th-century 

Reformers , a response that was 

enshrined in the canons of the 

Council of Trent. Justifi cation by 

faith alone was rejected and those 

holding to that doctrine were 

anathematised. The Church of Rome 

by its very nature cannot go back to 

correct its errors and heresies. Paul 's 

insistence on the doctrine of 

justification by faith alone (Gal 1) 

makes reunion impossible. 

Shaun and Jennifer Thompson are 
missionaries in Albania. 

In the morning sess ions there were 
parallel meetings directed 
particularly to women. Sharon James 
spoke on lessons from the life of Ann 
Judson and Barbara Day spoke of the 
li fe and work of the pastor 's wife. 

Don Whitney presented powerful 
reasons for the importance of family 

worship. Attention was devoted to 
the basic elements of this discipline: 
reading, singing, and prayer. We were 
reminded always to consider very 
carefully the limited stamina of 

children. It would be good to obtain 
the tape of this session, and use it to 
encourage the vita l practice of family 
worship in our churches. 

Dr Whitney also spoke on the theme 
of fe llowship. He lamented that we 
too sel dom and too little talk of 
spiritual realities in our conversations 
with other believers. We need to 
encourage one another to deepen our 
fe llowship and to speak more freely 
of Christ. 



Mike Moore describing the work of 
Christian Witness to Israel. John Rubens 
acts as chairman at the sharing and 
prayer session. 

Mike Webb is working with his wife Vi in 
Sierra Leone. Mike described the 
desperate need for doctrinal teaching in 

The Holy Spirit in 
the Life of the 
Minister Conrad Mbewe that stricken country. 

The Challenge of 
Islam Patrick Sookhdeo 

Power, Authority 
and Emotion Gaius Davies 

An Anatomy of 
Liberalism Tom Nettles 

Participating in the 
Body of Christ Don Wh itney 

The Way of the Cross Bill James 

Rome at Trent -
Rome Today Tom Nettles 

The Place of Family 
Worship Don Whitney 

Conference Sermon Conrad Mbewe 

Ministry and 
Marriage Barbara Day 

Inspi ration from 
Ann Judson Sharon James 

Each sess ion available on tape 

cassette or CD. Cost £3.50 per 

cassette or CD including postage (for 

orders outside the UK please add 50p 

per cassette for postage). 

All 11 sessions on one MP3 for £15.00 

including postage (£15 .50 overseas). 

Cheques should be made payable to 

Carey Conference and orders sent to: 

Carey Conference, 

l The Saddlery, 

The Chase, 

Newton Aycliffe, 

Co Durham, 

DL57LX UK 
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The State of the Arts 

A review article 

The State of the Arts 
From Bezalel to Mapplethorpe 
Gene Edward Veith, Jr. Crossway Books, 252 pages, paperback 

Although we are told that more people patronise the arts by attending 
museums, galleries and concerts than attend sporting events, very few seem to 
understand what they are seeing. A painting by Van Gogh is worth fifty million 
pounds but the artist himself died in poverty. Most readers will not know the 
name Robert Mapplethorpe. His photographs portrayed homosexuality, 
sadism, masochism and paedophilia. He outraged the public in America by 
exhibitions of obscenity. Sadly these were largely funded by tax dollars. 
Mapplethorpe died of AJDS. 

Art reflects the worldview of its creators. This book is written for all who want 
to learn about the arts and develop discernment and appreciation. 

An introductory chapter examines some of the travesties that now pass for art. 
The author argues that the art world itself is in desperate need of a conceptual 
framework that can justify art - such as Christianity. 

The book then divides into three parts, the first of which is entitled 
'Comprehending the Arts'. The purpose here is to show what art is and how to 
approach a work of art with both appreciation and understanding. A twenty
two page chapter, A Walk Through the Museum, takes the reader on a tour 
through the centuries looking at paintings which are explained. For instance 
there is a painting by Lucas Cranach, who was a great friend of Luther. 
Cranach, un like the medieval painters, grounded his paintings in the real 
world. The Renaissance, the Enlightenment, Romanticism, Impressionism, 
Expressionism and Modern Art are described and expounded briefly. 'Art is 
continually changing. Because the thought forms of an age are uniquely 
reflected in its mt, as the culture changes, art too must change. To walk 
through an art museum therefore is to walk tlu·ough the history of Western 
culture, with both its high points and its low points ' (p.53). 

In his chapter The Abdication of the Arts Veith grapples with the question, ' Is 
art lost?' ' In art, existentialism manifests itself both in abstract art and in 
realistic art. Certainly, if the external world is meaningless, a web of 



absurdities, there is little reason to paint it' (p. 90). ' Secularists are trapped in 
a suffocatingly narrow and oppressive worldview, perversely rejecting beauty 
while still trying to make art' (p. 90). 

The second section of the book explores what the Bible says about the arts. 
The author focuses on the gifts God gave to Bezalel and on the specific works 
of art which God ordained for the Tabernacle and the Temple and on the two 
concepts of creation and imitation of creation which continue to energise the 
arts. While the Bible sanctions the arts it also warns against idolatry. Veith 
points to Jakin and Boaz, the two huge free-standing pillars by the Temple 
placed there for no structural reason but only because they should be a thing 
of beauty (p 116). The Lord told Bezalel the artist of the Tabernacle to make 
the garments of the high priest with their dazzling gems and elaborate design 
for 'glory and for beauty' (Exod 28:2). 

The third and final section addresses the relationship between Christianity and 
the arts and concentrates on contemporary Christian artists and upon the role 
of art in worship and in evangelism. Today Christian artists are proving that 
one can be contemporary and stylistically original without giving ground to 
godless modern art. There are artists who are showing that a biblical 
worldview retains its power to inspire art of depth and beauty. Evangelical 
traditions have differed in the way art and architecture may be used in 
worship. The subject is inescapable as whether we like it or not the decor and 
the care we take with our places of worship is in itself a statement and 
especially so to outsiders or visitors. 

In conclusion the author asserts that the arts have a solid foundation in 
Scripture and.are part of a living tradition in the Christian Church. 'That some 
art is morally, spiritually and aesthetically bankrupt is a sign of the barrenness 
of our times. Art itself is not to blame. Christianity has proved uniquely 
hospitable to great art and to many great artists. Christians are often criticised 
for their narrow anti-aesthetic attitudes, but l have never understood why they 
need to be open to this charge. Surely Christianity, with its affirmation of both 
the physical and the intangible, offers a stronger basis for the arts than the 
competing worldviews of modem times ' (p. 22 1 ). 

Veith is as usefu l and as readable as Hans Rookmaaker who gave us that 
wonderful classic work Modern Art and the Death of a Culture (256 pp), first 
published by lVP in 1970. Rookmaaker described more closely the history of 
philosophy illustrating that from the works of leading artists. Veith as we 
would expect is much more contemporary and describes and explains the 
awful mess of modern art and the deceptive powers that it has on some people 
especially those who esteem themselves as elite. 
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News 

Bill James in the white pullover is featured above with some of the young men training 
for the ministly. On his right is William Smylie of the Slavic Gospel Association. 

Moldova 
Bill James 

At the end of 2002 I visited Moldova 
for two weeks under the auspices of 
the Slavic Gospel Association (SGA). 
The purpose of the visit was to teach 
in a Baptist Mission School in the 
town of Balti (pronounced 'Beltz'), 
providing instruction for a group of 
25 evangelists and church planters 
operating in the region. I was 
accompanying William Smylie who 
works fulltime with SGA and has 
made around 30 visits to the country. 

Ukraine, formerly part of the Soviet 
Union but now independent. It is the 
poorest country in Europe; a primary 
school teacher might earn $30 per 
month. The poverty is evident all 
around - in the poor standard of the 
roads, the lack of mains water and 
inadequate provision for sewage in 
most homes, and the primitive shops/ 
kiosks by the side of the road. The 
main hospital in Balti is a multi
storey building, but a second similar 
building alongside which was 
intended to extend capacity lies 
abandoned; money ran out when the 

Moldova is a land of over 4 million Russians left and there were no 
people between Romania and the resources to complete or furnish it. 



Amidst material poverty, however, 
there is spiritual blessing. In the town 
of Balti, population 150,000, there 
are 3,000 Baptists. (This is the main 
evangelical grouping in the town; 
numbers of Pentecostals are relatively 
small, and there is a little group of 
former 'umegistered' Baptists). Most 
believers are based in large Baptist 
churches which are growing rapidly. 
In one year one of the churches 
(membership over 1000) saw 150 
baptisms. Promising young men are 
sent out into villages to plant further 
churches, which can grow relatively 
quickly to gatherings of 40 or 60, 
even over 100. One church planter 
spoke of his door-to-door outreach 
and said that about one home in three 
was willing to welcome him in for 
Bible study with the family. This is in 
stark contrast to the situation in the 
UK! 

Unbelievers are reluctant to come to 
meetings in homes. The country is 
historically Orthodox, and church 
buildings are important. This 
problem has been overcome by SGA 
funding temporary buildings which 
can be used by small groups and then 
passed on to the next village when the 
church has grown large enough to 
build its own meeting place. In other 
places a suitable house might be 
bought for around $1,000 and 
refurbished for church use for a 
similar amount. 

One of the greatest needs in Moldova 
is for training of church leaders. In 

Communist days even the registered 
Baptists were only allowed to send 
one man to the Moscow seminary 
every three years. Even now there is 
a great shortage of good books in 
Russian, so opportunities for personal 
study are very limited. SGA is 
working to meet this need and is 
hoping, for example, to supply a 
quantity of Wayne Grudem's 
Systematic Theology when it is 
translated. Even the Russian Bible 
commonly used is a poor translation 
from the Latin Vulgate (so English 
Bible teachers need to be aware of 
textual issues, and of different 
chapter and verse numbering in some 
places!) . 

The SGA Mission School meets a 
real need in providing a structured 
and balanced curriculum for young 
church planters. The School gives a 
two year course, with 4 two-week 
sessions of intensive study in each 
year. In our two-week block I gave 25 
lectures on 2 Corinthians and Pastoral 
Counselling; William Smylie taught 
Homiletics. It was heart-warming to 
teach these men who showed an 
evident love for the Lord and for his 
Word. Lectures were translated into 
Russian ably by a young Moldovan 
woman, Irina, who is a qualified 
lav.ryer but has chosen to work full 
time with SGA. 

We must pray for church planters to 
continue in their faithful, zealous and 
sacrificial labours, for training and 
literature resources to be provided 



Bethany Baptist Church at Balti which with a gallery seats 800 was built by the church 
members of which there are over 1,000. The multiplication of members in Moldova is 
such that new churches are planted and new buildings are being erected like this one 
to accommodate the increase. 

and for church leaders to remain in 
the country rather than taking the soft 
option of immigrating to the USA. 

For more information, contact SGA, 
37a The Goffs, Eastbourne, E Sussex, 
BN21 lHF, UK. Tel 01323 725583. 
www.sga.org. uk 
An excellent 28 page prayer booklet 
is available from SGA. 

Sri Lanka 
For a photo of the Grace and Truth 
Fellowship see front cover 
Philip Wells, Brighton, UK 

Regular readers will have noted the 
report on Sri Lanka in RT 190. Bruce 

Button from South Africa visited in 
April/May 2002 and gave some of the 
background of long-standing ethnic 
and political tension. He also 
reported the cease-fire arrangements 
that had recently come into force 
between the LTTE (Tamil Tigers) and 
the government forces. 

Since then the cease-fire has held. 
Local newspapers comment that the 
situation is still far from normal, as 
LTTE is sometimes perceived as 
pushing the boundaries of what is 
acceptable under the circumstances -
but it is now possible to travel 
between the different areas in relative 
safety, a far cry from the worst times 
of violence. 



I was invited to speak at a pastors ' 
conference m Mannar and at 
Baldaeus Bible College 111 

Trincomalee . Even in a relatively 
small town there was a large 
sprinkling of charismatic fellowships 
of one sort or another - but many of 
them with very little understanding of 
Word-based ministry of Christ. The 
evangelicals I met all seemed to be 
young men, and it raised the question 
of how to equip them to minister as 
effectively as possible, and how to 
spread a wholesome influence. 

I was privileged to visit one Tamil 
church in an LTTE area. In order to 
make the visit it was necessary to line 
up in a queue to pass the government 
checkpoint, then walk across ' no
man 's land ' and line up in a queue to 
pass the LTTE checkpoint. I was 
spared writing out my personal 
details in Tamil by the young lady 
who was the LTTE clerk - apparently 
they wanted to give a good 
impression to overseas visitors. 

Christians engaged in relief and 
development work need great 
wisdom to allocate limited resources 
and deal with all the parties seeking 
to exercise power in the village 
areas . 

USA 
A communication from Mount Zion 
Church, 2603, West Wright St. 
Pensacola, 32505, Florida, USA. 

On January 16, 2003 , Pastor L R 
Shelton Jr. , aged 79, was taken home 
to be with the Lord whom he dearly 
loved. He had declined physically 
over several weeks and was in 
hospital at the time of his passing, 
which was peaceful. His wife Loraine 
and his daughter Sharon were by his 
side. 

It would be difficult to find anyone to 
equal the practical concern shown by 
LeeRoy Shelton Jr. fo r Reformed 
literature to be supplied free of 
charge to those in prisons and to 
developing countries. This has been 
achieved in a remarkable manner. 

The story of Chapel Library was 
printed in RT 190 with photos of 
Pastor LeeRoy Jr. and Loraine taken 
on their recent 60th wedding 
anniversary. In 1986 Pastor LeeRoy 
Jr. was asked to take over a publishing 
work called 'Chapel Library' which 
was then located in Venice, Florida. 
We pray for the two dedicated men 
who continue to serve in this unique 
faith ministry. 

Jeff Pollard was recently called to be 
pastor of Mount Zion Church and 
leader of Chapel Library. Steven 
Frakes is an elder in Mount Zion 
Church and heads up the work of 
Mount Zion Bible Institute. This 
consists of a Bible school in the form 
of correspondence courses. There are 
39 branches of the school around the 
world. 
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The Role of the Pastor 

Spencer and Wendy Cunnah (for details see inside ji-ont cove1). 

Spencer Cunnah 

Does the pastor have a role in the church and world today? Some would attest 
that he does not. 

Many voices today compete to proclaim the funeral rites of the traditional 
ministry. Sociologists say that the profession is dying. Ecclesiastical 
bureaucrats say that it is breaking up under the strain of new patterns of church 
and community life and cannot survive. Charismatics fear that it is lingering 
too long and are doing their level best to switch off the life-support machine. 
Meanwhile a number of ministers themselves confirm its terminal state. 1 

1. What is the role of the pastor? 

The understanding of the nature of a pastor's role within a church is generally 
modelled along four main distinctives , each of which has different 
implications. The first pastoral model may be called the sacramental role. 
According to this model which is held by the Roman Catholic, Eastern 



Orthodox and to a lesser extent the Anglican Church, the pastor is viewed 
primarily as a priest whose central function is to preside at the Eucharist. This 
sacramental view of the pastorate founders on two counts. First, the New 
Testament makes it unequivocally clear that there is no longer a special class 
of priests as was the case in Old Testament times. Second, the Lord's Supper 
is never regarded in the New Testament as a acrifice in itself or as a re
enactment of Christ's atoning death. It is simply presented as a memorial of his 
sacrificial death. Thus, no special class of priests is needed to preside over its 
celebration. 

A second pastoral model may be called the functional role. In this model the 
pastor is seen primarily as an administrator of an institution known as the 
church. His appointment to the pastoral office is determined by his functional 
effectiveness and organisational skills. The problem with this functional model 
is that it reduces the church from a community of believers to a service 
institution, and the pastor from a spiritual shepherd of a flock to an 
administrator or policy setter. Administrative competence can undoubtedly 
enhance the leadership role of a pastor, but, as we shall see, it is not the 
fundamental biblical criterion for the pastoral role. 

A third pastoral model may be called the charismatic role. In this model any 
person can be ordained as pastor provided that person can demonstrate having 
received from God some specific charisma, that is, spiritual gift, such as 
prophecy, faith, wisdom, utterance, etc. In many ways the charismatic pastoral 
role is a spiritual version of the functional pastoral role just described. The 
main difference between the two is that the competence required in the 
charismatic model is spiritual rather than practical. There is no question that 
one of God's gifts to the church is the charisma of spiritual leadership. 
However, a person who has received a gift for spiritual leadership is not 
automatically a candidate for the pastorate. Paul explains, for example, that a 
man aspiring to serve as an overseer in the church ' must have a good testimony 
among those who are outside' (1 Tim 3:7). This means that a man must firs t 
prove himself before he can be considered by the church to serve as an 
overseer/pastor. Moreover, the stated requirements for such an office are 
evidence of moral integrity and exemplary leadership in the home. No 
reference is made to the presence of specific spiritual gifts. This does not mean 
that spiritual gifts are irrelevant, but rather that they are secondary to those 
qualities that would al low a man to exercise the same kind of leadership in the 
church that he exercises in the home. 

A fourth pastoral model may be called the representative role. This model 
differs significantly from those described above. In this model the pastor 



fulfils a dual representative function. On the one hand, he functions as the 
representative head of his congregation, and on the other hand, he serves as the 
representative of Christ to his congregation. This role of the pastor in the 
'house of God' is to a large extent similar to the role of a father in a home. Like 
a father he cares for his members personally, directing and correcting them as 
necessary. Leadership skills and charisma are important but secondary 
requirements. 

We shall now examine in what sense this role is both never and ever changing! 

2. Must the pastor's role be never changing? 

The representative role of the pastor as already outlined has implications in at 
least five key areas. These five areas can be outlined as follows : 

teacher; shepherd; example; overseer; equipper. 

The first essential never changing distinctive of the work of the pastor is that 
of teacher. The public and private preaching and teaching of the Word of God 
is essential to the pastoral role. Preaching is teaching, first and foremost. But 
it is more than teaching; it is teaching plus application. It is a kind of speaking 
aimed at both mind and heart, and seeking unashamedly to change the way 
people think and live. 

Ephesians 4 verse 11 is a clear reminder that the prime task of a shepherd is to 
feed the sheep. Barna (1998) conducted telephone interviews among a 
national sample of 601 Protestant senior pastors in America in August 1997. 
In his sample seven out of ten pastors (69%) claimed that their primary gift 
was teaching or preaching. Interestingly, no other pastoral gift was listed by 
more than 15% of the pastors interviewed. 

While preaching is under attack from many quarters today, there is no doubt 
that it remains at the heart of true pastoral ministry. 

We could include under this general heading of ' teaching' the work of the 
pastor in evangelism, in Bible study, in publishing Christian materials, in 
exhortation, and in personal counselling of individuals whether the infidel, the 
ignorant and careless, the self-righteous, the false professor, the young 
Christian, the backslider, the unestablished Christian, or the confirmed and 
consistent Christian. 2 

The second never changing distinctive of the work of the pastor is that of 
shepherd. Although the New Testament rarely uses the word 'shepherd' as a 



title for a pastor, nevertheless the idea often arises in the context of church 
leadership. To be a pastor is to be like a shepherd to a flock of people. 

All need his superintendence. The indolent are slumbering - the self-dependent 
are falling back - the zealous are under the influence of spiritual pride - the 
earnest are becoming self-righteous - the regular, formal. Then there is the 
enquirer, asking for direction - the tempted and perplexed, looking for support 
- the afflicted, longing for the cheering consolation of the gospel - the 
convinced sinner, from the slight healing of his wound, settling in a delusive 
peace - the professor, 'having a name that he lives; but he is dead.' These cases 
cannot, in all their minute and diversified forms, be fully treated in the pulpit. 
It is therefore in his pastoral character, that the minister 'watches for souls, as 
one that must give account' .3 

Thus the pastor as shepherd must keep the members of his flock from going 
astray. This implies instruction and warning. He must also go after his 
members when they do go astray. This implies reproof, correction, and in some 
cases the exercise of church discipline. The pastor must protect his members 
from the 'wolves' of false doctrine and evil practice which would enter in 
among them, which implies pastoral concern and consolation. 

A celebrated historical example of the winsome pastoral care of a shepherd is 
that of Richard Baxter, the seventeenth-century pastor at Kidderminster, who 
used to devote Mondays and Tuesdays to catechising families within his 
parish. Since he was not in the best of health, he often arranged for them to 
come and see him for an hour in a systematic way. Using this method he saw 
about fifteen or sixteen families a week, and covered his whole parish 
annually. 

A third area where the pastor's role must be never changing is that of example. 
It has often been said that a minister 's life is the life of his ministry. It is 
noteworthy that in regard to the pastoral office as set out in 1 Timothy chapter 
3 and Titus chapter 1 the first requirement for anyone aspiring to this role is 
not doctrinal, but experimental. The pastor must be a man known for his 
consistent and practical godliness. There are several areas where particular 
attention is given to this in the New Testament. One is in the area of a personal 
devotional life. If the Word of Goel ceases to be a living book of devotional 
relationship to Christ, then it can easily become little more than an official 
manual for the administration of professional duties. Then there is the area of 
prayer. The Puritan pastor William Perkins is so bold as to open his treatise 
'The Art of Prophesying ' by stating: 



There are two parts to prophecy: preaching the Word and public prayer. For the 
prophet (that is, the minister of the Word) has only two duties. One is 
preaching the Word, and the other is praying to God in the name of the people.4 

The pastor, as an under-shepherd of the Lord Jesus Christ, gathers to himself 
not only his own needs and those of his family, but also all kinds of cares with 
regard to Christ's flock which must be rightly brought to the Chief Shepherd 
himself in prayer. In prayer the pastor, as an example, must be steadfast, since 
behind all public life there needs to be a hidden life where roots are firmly 
fixed in God himself. This is all the more vital for the pastor who must be 
watchful for the growth and development of his own spiritual life as well as the 
spiritual lives of others. Another area where the pastor must lead by example 
is in the area of practical piety. It is striking that in 1 Timothy chapter 3 and 
Titus chapter 1 great emphasis is placed upon the pastor's home life, and the 
implication behind this emphasis seems to be that because the pastor must 
comfort, rebuke, lead, and love the church as a family, he must have the 
qua! ities of a good and kind father. It is because the pastor as a ' man of God' 
must be a model of integrity that the pastor who does not live consistently with 
his calling cannot shepherd the church in integrity. 

As an overseer the pastor's role is never changing in that he must lead and 
manage the flock over which he has been placed, although this leadership is 
not unilateral. Plurality of leadership is the New Testament norm where a 
pattern of shared leadership provides a wise antidote to the multiple dangers 
of one man enforcing an imagined right totally to direct the affairs of believers. 
But while the biblical precedent requires that the pastor shares authority in 
church leadership with other elders, the pastor must also be allowed the 
freedom to lead, strategise and plan, since it is not only pastors who are 
tempted to abuse authority but elders and deacons as well! The New Testament 
urges that a pastor resist the pattern of hierarchical leadership practised in the 
business world that relies on position and power, and opt instead to become a 
servant-leader. The servant image encourages a view of pastoral responsibility 
shaped in terms of service and devotion. 

Stedman (1979) has argued that the church has often ignored this emphasis: 

The church has changed the names of executives from kings , generals, 
captains, presidents , governors, secretaries, heads and chiefs to popes, 
patriarchs, bishops, stewards, deacons, pastors and elders, and gone merrily on 
its way, lording it over the brethren and thus destroying the model of 
servanthood which our Lord intended.5 

In the area of equipper the pastor must remember the exhortation that his task 
is to equip the people of God for works of service, so that the body of Christ 



may be built up. The crucial role of the pastor in this regard is to mobilise and 
train believers to use their spiritual gifts in serving the Lord and building up 
his church. The pastoral role is thus one of development, training believers to 
spread out in varied ministries. The pastor's concern will be not to build up 
dependence on himself, but rather raising up disciples (and even budding 
pastors!) who depend on him less and less as they mature in faith and service. 

4. Must the pastor's role be ever challlging? 

The role of the pastor must be defined in terms of the New Testament and the 
pastor must remain faithful to that charge. There is no need for him to change 
the pastoral role with which he has been entrusted. Rather, he should 
demonstrate an unswerving commitment to that role, for there is an absolutism 
and certainty about it even if the relativism of our culture rejects that biblical 
authority and appeals for a more flexible approach. 

Yet at the same time the pastor is working in a church and living in a society 
which are constantly changing. His congregation is changing, whether in age 
profile, in pastoral needs, or in attitudes and values. The tastes of each 
generation are different from the previous one. Felt nee s change. The 
community where the pastor works and lives will change. In other words, the 
context for his pastoral activity changes, and understanding that context is 
central to his effectiveness within it. 

So whilst the role of the pastor remains the same, and his commitment to that 
must hold steady, he will need constant renewal of his methodology. This is not 
simply a matter of being 'trendy' but rather en:mres proficiency in preaching 
and teaching, in pastoral responsibilities as shepherd, in growth in grace and 
the knowledge of the truth, as an example, in church structures and leadership, 
and in his approach to equipping a constantly changing congregation for 
Christian service. Scripture allows considerable room for manoeuvre as to how 
the pastor goes about these tasks in applying God's unchanging Word to a 
changing culture and generation. 

Still ( 1984) warns of the dangers of the pastor living in the past: 

... else you will be preaching to men long since dead, and to a situation that has 
changed out of all recognition ... We must not live in any other century, year, 
month or day than the present. While we must teach and preach the perennially 
contemporary Word of God from its historical settings, we are teaching and 
preaching it in the present day and it must be bang up to date. 

Still then proceeds to give a number of examples of this need to change in 
order to effectively pastor the flock of God, ranging through manner of 



dress, a slavish adherence to Wesleyan theology, a preoccupation with 
sabbatarianism, and a desire to rediscover the days of Moody and Sankey!6 

For many pastors today these issues come to a head in areas involving the life 
and witness of the church in its worship. Sadly, the problems that arise have 
led to what has been termed ' worship wars' in some congregations. Often 
disagreements in this area have been the result of style being given priority 
over substance. For example, in the area of Bible translations , if we believe that 
the Bible is God's Word to human beings, that means God is communicating 
with us. The Christian message is no longer a mystery concealed, but rather a 
mystery revealed (Ephesians 3) in the written and living Word of God. It can 
be understood from childhood onwards and is expected not merely to be 
understood, but also to be obeyed (Neb 8:8; Josh 1 :8; Matt 28:20). So it was 
to make it clear enough for ordinary people to respond to it that Wycliffe and 
later Tyndale risked their lives to reclaim the Bible from the Latin language 
into English. If your religion affects the whole of your life, then its language 
must be that of everyday life, and all the more if you try to reach out and tell 
the gospel to outsiders who have had little contact with Christianity. Clearer 
spiritual understanding leads to that response which is the ultimate goal of 
God's Word to human beings, that it should be not only listened to but also put 
into practice (James l :22-25). 

In the two Pauline references to congregational singing (Colossians 3: 16; 
Ephesians 5: 19) there is a close link between singing and instruction. Our 
choices of what we sing will therefore be as broad as songs that are reverent 
and contain right doctrinal substance will allow. It is often too readily assumed 
that the two essential elements of a song are the quality of its poetry and the 
appropriateness of its melody. But while these are important, there is a final 
standard, namely truth. The proper question we should ask - steadfastly 
refusing to allow style to dominate over substance - is whether the song 
reflects and expresses some aspect of biblical truth. 

This will mean that the pastor will want to ensure that he is communicating 
effectively in his preaching, avoiding dated language or illustrations. In his 
pastoral visitation he will want to deal with problems that face his people in 
the here and now, not the problems of yesterday. As an example, he will desire 
growth in grace not only for himself, but also for the whole congregation, 
which will be always reforming in the light of the Word of God. His prayer life, 
similarly, will deepen and change as needs demand. 

As a leader, the pastor will constantly have to evaluate new methods and ways 
of carrying out the Lord's mandate to evangelise, train new leaders and guide 



God's people. Churches sometimes have the unfortunate reputation for being 
the institutions that are least open to change. That the church should have 
gained such an image of irrelevance is all the more sad when we see the radical 
flexibility of the early church, which held fast to the unchanging truths of the 
gospel but was also described as turning the world upside down. The wise 
rather than complacent pastor will review church life regularly. Careful 
analysis of need is the first step in handling change positively, which leads to 
other important stages, from gathering information, engaging others, 
identifying new skills, having regular consultation, and handling the process 
with some order. This all has to be done with prayer and time spent on seeking 
the help of the Holy Spirit. Pastoral leadership has to be prepared for the 
demands of managing change wisely, the time needed to pray and to listen, the 
cost in terms of personal stress and pressure, and the resilience to see 
necessary change through. 

In her interesting analysis of change management, Rosabeth Moss Kanter 
(1985) suggests that : 

'the change master is partly a historian who knows what pieces of the past to 
honour and preserve while moving toward a different future, but that is not all 
the same as letting the past define the future. ' 7 

So it should be for the pastor. He needs to evaluate what is primary in his 
calling, and what is secondary and therefore more flexible and temporary. He 
needs to understand his biblical role, but not be bound by past tradition as to 
how that role must be applied. 
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How God is Revealing His Wrath 

Phil Arthur 

Romans l: 18-32 comes as a surprise to 
many modern people. The apostle Paul 
is writing about the gospel. He was 
proud of it; he believed it to be ' the 
power of God for salvation' (v. 16). 
Even so, he announces it here as a 
message full of grim foreboding. The 
key word in these verses is 'wrath'. It 
occurs over and over again. This is 
connected with Paul's grand statement 
of the theme of his letter in vv.16, 17. 
The Chri stian message is about 
salvation. Those who respond to it are 
rescued. But what are they saved from? 
The answer: the anger of God against 
human sin. The backdrop to the gospel 
is that the Almighty actively 
disapproves of moral evil. At this point 
we must not foist a human caricature 
onto the maker of the universe. Human 
anger is always tainted to some degree 
by a loss of control. It is random and 
unpredictable. God is not like us. He 
does not lash out or get into a temper. 
He does however, hate all moral evil 
with steady, unrelenting and 
determined readiness to reward those 
who commit such evi l with the 
punishment they deserve . Furthermore, 
there is nothing selective about the 
wrath of God. He has no favourites; he 
is not partial. His wrath is revealed 
' against all ungodliness and 
unrighteousness of men'. For some, this 
will come as a shock to the system. 

Modern people have been conditioned 
to believe that God's chief 
characteristic is a kind of limp-wristed, 
tame benevolence. Paul wou ld have us 
understand that God detests sin and that 
he regards every one of us as sinners. It 
is true that God is love. It is also true 
that he is a 'consuming fire' (Heb 
12:29). 

Why God reveals his wrath vv 19-23 

God is displeased with the human race 
because, by and large, it has rejected 
him. Paul insists that God has revealed 
himself to mankind through ' the things 
that are made' (v. 20). The who le 
creation shouts with a deafening voice, 
'There is a God! ' The universe is so 
sp lendid the only reasonable deduction 
is that someone special created and 
controls it. Take a walk round 
Buckingham Palace: look at the family 
portraits, the photographs of the 
children, the sumptuous furnishings, 
the banqueting hall and the staterooms, 
the kennels full of corgis, the stables 
with all their gilded carriages, the royal 
standard on the flagstaff and all the 
soldiers on guard duty: who could look 
at all that and then say: 'The Queen 
doesn't exist!'? Yet some people can 
look at a range of towering mountains, 
gaze at the night sky or think about the 
intricate detail of the human brain and 
still have the cheek to say that it all just 
happened. Incidentally, the Bible insists 
that the created universe tells us what 



God is like. It is not just that there is a 
vague and shadowy being out there 
somewhere. The God who made the 
world has revealed certain of his 
' invisible attributes ', his qualities, by 
doing so. What does the universe tell 
us? That God is extremely powerful and 
incredibly clever. And there is more! 
God is loving. He cares for the world 
that he has made. Read: Matt 5:43-45 ; 
Acts 14: 17. He even lavishes the 
blessings of sun and rain on people who 
ignore him and say that he is not there! 
I heard recently of a farmer in Northern 
Ireland who loved nature. Whenever he 
saw something that moved him he 
would say, 'Well done, Lord' ' A new
born lamb, a field of daffodils, the 
wonders of nature: these all tell the 
same story: God exists and he is very 
good. 

Every human being knows for a fact 
that God exists. His attributes are ' seen' 
and 'understood'. The created universe 
reveals his Godhead. Mankind is left in 
no doubt that there is a God to be 
reckoned with. There is no shortage of 
evidence. But confronted with th is 
truth, human beings 'suppress' it (v. 
18). When you suppress something, 
you push it down, force it out of sight, 
and try to convince yourself that it isn't 
there any more. People suppress the 
truth about God in a variety of ways. 
Atheism is one of them, the various 
forms of false religion are others. 
Nevertheless, the main point is brutally 
clear. In effect, people have talked 
themselves into thinking that God 
either isn ' t there or can safely be 
ignored. But God won 't be suppressed: 
he won 't go away. Trying to ignore him 

is like trying to keep a beach ball under 
water by sitting on it. It just bobs up to 
the surface again and again. Paul 's 
verdict on the human race 1s 
depressing. Our planet is populated by 
a species which owes everything to the 
maker of the universe but which 
truculently refuses to acknowledge its 
debt to him. 

What happens when people shut God 
out of their personal universe? One 
result is that they lose the ability to 
think straight (vv. 21 , 22). Paul argues 
here that the thought-processes of the 
overwhelming bulk of people are 
flawed because of a collective fit of 
wilful stupidity. It is not that the human 
species does not throw up its quota of 
geniuses. Brains still function, minds 
still ponder, people acquire knowledge 
and problems get solved. Nevertheless, 
the human mind has deliberately sold 
itself short. Instead of enriching our 
minds by making God the focus of our 
highest and best thoughts, we try to 
delete him from our mental filing 
cabinets. The result is that the mind can 
no longer do what it was designed for, 
contemplate and enjoy the most 
fascinating person 111 the entire 
universe. To live without God is a 
tragedy on many levels. Among other 
things, i.t is the colossal waste of a 
mind. 

Looking at the Gentile world of the first 
century, Paul observed another 
outcome of this process of squeezing 
the Almighty out of our thought worlds. 
Since human beings are made to 
worship, the worship instinct becomes 
perverted and people begin to devote 



themselves not to God but to finite 
things. The apostle had in mind the 
statues and pictures which pagans use 
to represent their gods. Modem people 
do the same with consumer goods: they 
give their hearts to them, live for them 
and organise their schedules around 
them. Paul is making a breathtaking 
assertion here. Idolatry is not a 
pardonable error committed by sincere 
people. It happens when people 
deliberately reject God. Whatever form 
it takes, idolatry is an insult to the 
greatest being in the universe. It 
diminishes him; it robs him of his glory. 
The ancient Egyptians tried to represent 
their gods by making statues of animals 
and birds. At one tragic moment in their 
history, the people of Israel copied 
them and made a golden calf. It was 
intended to be an image of Yahweh, the 
great covenant-keeping God who had 
brought them out of Egypt and dried up 
the Red Sea. The Lord was rightly 
indignant. 'Is that all you think I am?' 

How God is revealing his wrath, part 
one vv 24-27 

The critical words in this section occur 
in vv.24 and 26: 'God gave them up '. 
There is something chilling about the 
mere thought of it. This is what takes 
place when God lets people have their 
head. He no longer makes any attempt 
to restrain them. He ceases to prompt 
their consciences and removes the 
various influences that have held them 
in check. In effect, he allows them to 
indulge their chosen lifestyle to the 
limit. God gives such people exactly 
what they want. Hell, by the way, is a 
logical extension of this situation. In 

hell, men and women wallow in their 
desires to the full. If the door to hell has 
a lock, it is on the inside. Imagine a 
community where appetites rage 
unchecked, where even the most 
perverted and ugly vices are in full 
flow. When God reveals his wrath 
against human unrighteousness , 
societies on this earth can begin to 
anticipate hell. From Paul 's standpoint, 
one indication that God has abandoned 
a society to itself is that sexual activity 
will become more and more 
unrestrained. 

These verses make a number of pointed 
references to homosexual and lesbian 
activity. They are clear enough to be 
quite unambiguous. I am quite at a loss 
to know how the Gay and Lesbian 
Christian Movement can exist at all 
given that these verses are in the Bible. 
First-century society, like our own, had 
an extensive gay community. Fourteen 
of the first fifteen Roman Emperors 
were homosexual. Nevertheless, it was 
understood that whenever a practising 
homosexual became a Christian, 
repentance included a decisive break 
with all homosexual activity (Read: 1 
Cor 6:9-11). Paul would have us 
understand that widespread 
homosexuality is a hallmark of a 
collapsing culture, an indication that a 
given society is in the process of being 
abandoned by God and left to itself. 

It is impossible to read this passage 
without reflecting on events in the 
United Kingdom in the last thirty years. 
Paul has a message for modem Britain. 
Homosexual activity is not just a 
practice which deserves the judgment 



of God; it is a sign that judgment has 
begun. The progressive slide into sexual 
anarchy that has characterised the UK 
in recent years is an indication that the 
Almighty is allowing us to reap the 
inevitable harvest of our desire to live 
without him. Ignore God and it will 
eventually lead to San Francisco. There 
is a terrible irony here. When people 
seek moral and spiritual autonomy, they 
suppose that they are paymg 
themselves a high compliment but in 
the end, those who dishonour God 
dishonour themselves . Let your 
appetites, sexual or otherwise, rampage 
unchecked and you will become 
subhuman. 

How God is revealing his wrath, part 
two vv 28-32 

Again , the dominant idea in these 
verses is that when people leave God 
out of the reckoning, in the fu llness of 
time moral anarchy will ensue. Note the 
statement in v.28: 'God gave them over 
to a debased mind.' Like a clock with its 
mainspring awry, the controll ing 
principle that regulates the entire 
personality is adrift. Small wonder that 
so many people nowadays seem like 
unguided missiles: the guidance system 
and compass are damaged. The chapter 
closes with a depressing catalogue of 
behaviour, which makes the twentieth 
century sound much li ke the first. 
Those of us aged over forty have seen 
this happen. Paul's primary reference is 
to the Gentile world of the first century, 
but there is a recognisable process 
which some of us have seen unfold. If 
we highlight the reference in v.30 to 
'inventors of evil things ', it seems 

remarkably contemporary. Many 
people in modern Britain have ferti le 
imaginations when it comes to devi sing 
new forms of evil. We have also 
witnessed what is portrayed in v.32: the 
kind of people who are not satisfied 
with their own descent into moral 
vileness but who urge others to follow 
the same path, enticing young initiates 
into their lifestyle. All of this of course, 
is blatant and obvious. We are happy to 
concur that such people are ' haters of 
God ' (v. 30). Let us bear in mind in that 
case that Paul noted elsewhere that 
those who deserve to be called 
'enemies of the cross of Christ' (Phil 
3: 18) include those outwardly 
respectable folk who think that their 
good deeds will be enough to win the 
approva l of God. 

Conclusion 

People nowadays have no objection to 
hearing about the love of God. A 
message however, which reminds us 
that he burns with holy indignation 
against moral evi l of every kind is far 
from welcome. It is disturbing, 
threatening and leaves the impression 
that sp iritual storm clouds are 
gathering. Even so, to be true to itself, 
the gospel must include this note of 
warning. This is what the world is like 
and we must be in no doubt as to what 
it deserves. Yet it is to this world, ugly 
and steeped in sin that the gospel comes 
av the power of God for salvation. This 
hideous world is the one that God loves 
and to which he sent his Son. Evil is 
rampant but God is great and where sin 
abounds, grace abounds much more. 
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